Abstract. Leaky bucket is a ow control mechanism that is designed to reduce the e ect of the inevitable variability in the input stream into a node of a communication network. In this paper we study what happens when an input stream with heavy tailed work sessions arrives to a server protected by such a leaky bucket. Heavy tailed sessions produce long range dependence in the input stream. Previous studies of the systems without ow control suggested that such long range dependence can have dramatic e ect on the system performance. By concentrating on the expected time till over ow of a large nite bu er we show that leaky bucket ow control does make the system over ow less often, but long range dependence still makes its presence felt.
Introduction
The study of tra c on data networks has changed substantially since the appearance of modern communication systems, which are essentially di erent from the traditional voice tra c networks. The main di erence that appears in modern networks is the dependence structure of the data. While traditional models are based on assumptions of short range dependence, recent measurements (see Leland et al. (1994) , Paxson and Floyd (1994) , Cunha et al. (1995) , Crovella and Bestavros (1996) ) show the presence of long{range dependence and self{similarity in the data of network tra c. Presently it is believed that these phenomena are caused by the presence of heavy tails in the distribution of the service times, which cause the long{range dependence. We consider a uid version of a leaky bucket ow control protocol, with an input process in which the distribution of the session lengths is heavy tailed, causing it to be long{range dependent. We will consider two types of input processes: an On{O process and a Poisson process. Recently there has been a lot of work concerning uid models fed by On{O or Poisson processes (see, for example, Heath et al. (1997 Heath et al. ( , 1999 , Jelenkovi c and Lazar (1999), a survey in Boxma and Dumas (1998) and a recent study in Zwart et al. (2000) ). The main concerns of these studies have been motivated by design and performance issues, but most of these studies ignore the fact that actual networks usually have some kind of policing mechanism (like TCP or the leaky bucket). In this paper we concentrate on certain design and performance issues related to the presence of a speci c policing mechanism: the leaky bucket. Queuing systems with such control mechanism have been studied before, in particular in a series of papers of A. Berger and W. Whitt Whitt (1992c,b,a, 1994) ). However, to the best of our knowledge only the paper Vamvakos and Anantharam (1998) looked at how the leaky bucket input control performs in the presence if a long range dependent input. Their conclusion was that the leaky bucket input control does not eliminate long range dependence. The general message from the results in the present paper is similar: long range dependence in the input stream still a ects the system performance even when the leaky bucket input control is present. However, while Vamvakos and Anantharam (1998) concentrated only on the rate of decay of correlations, we look directly at system performance, speci cally at the expected time until over ow of a large bu er. We show that the bu er still over ows much more often then in the \classical" case, without heavy tailed sessions, hence long range dependent input. In spite of that the leaky bucket input control will reduce the frequency at which the bu er overows, in comparison with a system with the same input stream but without input control. We should also mention that, unlike the previous authors, who looked at discrete time systems, we investigate a uid-type, continuous time system. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the system in detail and all the assumptions we are making about the parameters and the processes involved, and in section 3 we calculate the asymptotic expected time until a bu er of nite capacity over ows.
Description of the system
Consider a model of a network server with a leaky bucket policing mechanism de ned as follows. Work arrives to the system according to some input process. We are going to consider two types of input processes: an On{O process and a Poisson-type, or M=G=1 type process. For the On{O process each session lasts a random length of time. The distribution of an On session's length is F on and the distribution of an O session's length is F o . Both distributions have nite mean: on and o respectively. The lengths of di erent sessions are independent of each other. In the second case we are going to consider sessions arriving according to a Poisson process with rate > 0. Each session lasts a random length of time with distribution F that has a nite mean . The lengths of di erent sessions are independent of each other and of the Poisson arrival process.
In both cases a session generates work at unit rate. This work arrives at the innite bu er of the leaky bucket. The departure of work from this bu er is controlled by tokens that arrive at a bu er of xed size C at rate . Arriving work can be transmitted instantaneously to the server by consuming tokens. If the token bu er is empty, the work has to wait for the generation of new tokens. Stored work is transmitted immediately upon the generation of new tokens. The work that cannot be processed immediately by the server is collected in a bu er. The server is capable of processing r > 0 units of work per unit of time. This system can be described by the following system of equations: where Y (t) is the leaky bucket's bu er content, Z(t) is the token's bu er content, X(t) is the server's bu er content and N(t) is the input process at time t 0. Finally, E(t) is the instantaneous rate at which work moves from the leaky bucket's bu er to the server's bu er. In the On{O case N(t) is 1 during an On session and 0 otherwise, and in the Poisson case N(t) is the number of sessions running at time t 0. Note that in the Poisson case N(t) can be viewed as the number of customers in the system at time t in a M=G=1 queue, in which the sessions are customers and their lengths are their job requirements.
Assume that, in the On{O case, the session length distribution for the On periods has a regularly varying tail. That is, 1 ? F on (x) = x ? on L on (x); as x ! 1; where L on is a slowly varying function, and on > 1.
A function is said to be slowly varying if
This assumption is a common way to model heavy tails of session lengths. The assumption on > 1 assures nite mean session lengths (but sometimes in nite variance, when on < 2) and hence makes it possible for the system to be stable if the service rate r is high enough. In the Poisson case assume that 1 ? F(x) = x ? L(x); as x ! 1; where L is a slowly varying function, and > 1.
In the Poisson-type case we assume from now on that 0 < < r < < 1 (2.2) and in the On{O case, if we let := on on + o , then 0 < < r < < 1:
The rst part of these assumptions is a way of making sure that there is a stationary version of the process, since for this we need the mean amount of work arriving into the system ( or ) to be less than the rate at which the server works (r). The assumption > r assures that the server is never idle when there is work to be done, which seems like a reasonable assumption in a system of this kind.
The assumption < 1 assures that when one session is running the content of the leaky bucket's bu er immediately begins to increase, so one session is enough to change the direction of the drift. In the Poisson-type case one can conjecture, based on previous studies of these systems without any ow control mechanism (Heath et al. (1999) , Zwart et al. (2000) ) that similar results may be expected in the case < 1 + , since when one long session is running the other sessions bring in work at rate .
It can be shown that the ve{dimensional process describing the state of the system, f(X(t); Y (t); Z(t); N(t); E(t)); t 0g, turns out to be a nice regenerative process based on a non{terminating renewal process with nite mean interarrival times. In particular, the process has a stationary distribution. We do not pursue this point here since the initial distribution of the system does not a ect the expected time until over ow. . One can immediately see that, while the leaky bucket input control does not change the order of magnitude at which the expected time until bu er over ow grows, it does make this expected time longer. Furthermore, since the expression in the right hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2) are decreasing functions of , the bu er will over ow less often if is chosen as close to r as possible, which is entirely consistent with the logic of ow control.
Before proving Theorem 3.1 we establish some lemmas that are going to be used to prove the main result. These times are the ends of busy periods in an M=G=1 queue with a nite mean service time distribution and, hence, EN 1 < 1. These random variables are iid since fN i ; i 0g are renewal times. Let fa i g be the arrival times of the Poisson process (that is, a i is an Erlang random variable with i degrees of freedom, i 1), and let l i be the length of the session arriving at time a i . Now consider the following ltration, where F n = l 1 ; : : : ; l n ; a 1 ; : : : ; a n ; a n+1 ; n = 0; 1; : : : :
Then M 1 = inffi 1 : a i+1 > a j + l j ; j = 1; : : : ; ig is a stopping time with respect to that ltration, and by Wald's lemma EM 1 = EN 1 < 1. So, using Wald's lemma once again, we obtain
By the law of large numbers we have that 1
A i ! ; a.s. as n ! 1:
Let N k be the biggest of the renewal times less than or equal to l. Then we have that, as l ! 1, So, by the law of large numbers we have that 1
Now the remaining part of the lemma follows from (3.5) in the same way as its rst part followed from (3.6).
Q:E:D:
Note that this lemma implies that forÃ(t ? t 0 ) = Let (H) = infft 0 : X(t) > Hg be the time until the server's bu er content reaches the level H (over ows). We are interested in the behavior of E (H) as H ! 1. We introduce two additional random times. Let T H be the rst time a session (an On session in the On{O case) of length at least H starts and de ne Proof. In order to prove the statement we are going to consider a simpler process, and we will prove that a bu er does not over ow before a session of length at least H occurs.
Consider a modi ed system in which the input process results from truncating the On sessions at H. That is, if an On session is longer than H then we just let it be of length H. On the event of interest, f 2 (H) < T H g, the original and modi ed processes coincide until time 2 (H).
In the modi ed system there is no leaky bucket, and all the work goes immediately into the server's bu er. Furthermore, the way the work is added and removed from that bu er is di erent now. In the On{O case, when an On session starts (say, of length l on in the original process, so that it is of lengthl on = min(l on ; H) in the modi ed process) then the amountl on (1 ? r) is added immediately to the server's bu er. On the other hand, when an O session starts(say, of length l o ) the bu er content goes down by l o r immediately if there is that much work left, otherwise it just goes down to zero. Similarly, in the Poisson case, when a session ends (after timel = min(l; H)) the bu er content goes down by Ir immediately if there is that much work left, otherwise it just goes down to zero, where I is the next interarrival time (note that I exp( )).
Clearly, under the new rules the content of the server's bu er will reach level H not later than the time 2 (H), and we will still use the same notation, 2 (H), to denote the time the content of that bu er reaches level H. In the argument below the reader should mentally substitute F for F on and for on any time one considers the Poisson input case as opposed to the On{O input case. Now we are going to break up the probability we want to calculate into "cycles". Consider the following stopping times: R 0 = 0; where fX(t); t 0g is the modi ed process as described before. Then we have
where T H is the time we have to wait in the original system to see a session of length at least H. Now, by the Strong Markov Property P(R n?1 < 2 (H) R n ; 2 (H) < T H ) = = P( 2 (H) > R 1 ; R 1 < T H ) n?1 P( 2 (H) R 1 ; 2 (H) < T H ):
So we have that P( 2 (H) < T H ) = P( 2 (H) R 1 ; 2 (H) < T H ) 1 ? P( 2 (H) > R 1 ; R 1 < T H ) P( 2 (H) R 1 ; 2 (H) < T H ) 1 ? F on ( H) ; since P( 2 (H) > R 1 ; R 1 < T H ) P(R 1 < T H ) is bounded from above by the probability that the length of the rst arriving session does not exceed H.
In order to prove that this expression goes to zero we want to know how P( 2 (H) R 1 ; 2 (H) < T H ) behaves as H ! 1, since we know that 1 ? F on ( H) = L on ( H)( H) ? on ; as H ! 1:
Consider a random walk de ned as follows. In the On{O case, let (l i on ) and (l i o ) be two independent sequences of iid On times, truncated at H, as above, and O times, accordingly. Let Z 0 = 0 and Z i =l i on (1 ? r) ? l i o r, for i 1. In the Poisson case, let (l i ) be an iid sequence of session lengths, truncated at H as above, and (I i ) independent from it, an iid sequence of exponential random variables with parameter . Let Z 0 = 0, Z i =l i ? I i r, for i 1. Then the random walk de ned by these Z's, P n i=0 Z i , is a negative drift random walk, since EZ i < 0. We are interested in the probability that this random walk reaches the level H (we will call that probability P H ), since P( 2 (H) R 1 ; 2 (H) < T H ) P( 2 (H) R 1 ) = = P(the random walk of the Z's reaches H before reaching zero) P H : Now, in order for the random walk to reach level H, it has to rst reach level H. Since We increase the probability q 1 (H) by moving, at time T H , the entire content of bu er Y to bu er X, and making the leaky bucket full. Note that, on the event whose probability is q 1 (H), this results in the content of bu er X being less than H=2. We now work with the modi ed system (but we use the old notation (3.17) by (3.15) and (3.16). Now (3.7) follows from (3.14) and (3.17). This nishes the argument in the case of the On{O input.
In the case of the Poisson input, the notation is similar. For H > 0 let X H be the length of the session arriving at time T H , W H the rst time after time T H +X H (end of transmission of that session) that bu er Y is empty, and, additionally, let R H be the total of the remaining lengths of all sessions running just prior to time T H .
As in the On{O case, we increase the probability q 1 (H) by moving, at time T H , to bu er X the entire content of bu er Y as well as the total of the remaining lengths of all sessions running just prior to time T H and making the leaky bucket full. Once again, on the event whose probability is q 1 (H), this results in the content of bu er X being less than H=2, we work with the modi ed system and use the old notation and, nally, (3.8) is still valid. The reader will observe that the remainder of the argument below is quite similar to that above in the On{O case, with several required modi cations. Consider once again the event described by B 11 (H). For t > 0 letÃ 1 (t) be the total amount of work brought in by the sessions starting in the time interval (T H ; T H + t] and letÃ 2 (t) be the total amount of work brought in by the sessions starting in the time interval T H + X H ; T H + X H + t]. By the remark following Lemma 3.1, for every > 0 Consider now the probability q 112 (H). We will increase this probability by moving, at time T H + X H , all the remaining work in sessions running at that time (these sessions must have arrived in the time interval ( It remains, therefore, to consider the probability q 12 (H). But using the same arguments as for the On{O case we get that lim H!1 q 12 (H) = 0:
(3.26) Now (3.17) follows from (3.25) and (3.26). Q:E:D: We are ready now to prove the main result. Proof of Theorem 3.1 For the upper bound it is enough to show one way in which the bu er can over ow. Now, in order to get a sharp upper bound we want to consider the most likely scenario in which the bu er will over ow. We will prove that in this case, in the presence of heavy tails and having < 1, what usually causes the bu er to over ow is one single very long session.
One over ow scenario could be the following. Consider a long session of size S that arrives at the system at a renewal time. We can assume that the session arrives at a renewal time since if it doesn't then the bu er will over ow even sooner, and we are just looking at an upper bound. As it turns out , this will not matter even for the lower bound, since asymptotically what is going to matter is how long it takes for this long session to arrive.
We start with a heuristic calculation of just how long this long session of size S has to be in order to cause bu er over ow. Consider, for the moment, a long session of size S arriving at time zero. Then Z C 1? = 0, since Z( : ) decreases at rate 1 ? , and X C 1? = (1?r)C 1? , since X( : ) increases at rate 1 ? r when Z(t) is positive. After time C 1? , X( : ) grows linearly at rate ? r for as long as the bu er of the leaky bucket is not empty. Since we are interested in the result when H ! 1, we can safely assume that (1?r)C 1? < H. If X( : ) continues to grow linearly at the same rate, which will happen if S is large enough (we will see in a moment just how large it has to be), then the time it takes from the beginning of the long session until the bu er over ows, x 0 , satis es the relation H ? C(1 ? r) 1 ? = ( ? r) x 0 ? C 1 ? =) x 0 = H ? C ? r ; which results from letting X( : ) grow at rate 1 ? r until time C 1? and then grow at rate ? r until the bu er reaches level H. Now we need to calculate how large S has to be in order for the scenario we just described to happen. In the On{O input case, observe that after this long session ends the amount of work coming into the system until time x 0 is about the expected amount of work, that is times the length of the time interval. In particular, for any 0 < < , the amount of work coming into the system since the long On session ends during a long time interval is unlikely to be less than ( ? ) times the length of the interval (this is, below the mean expected amount of work for that period of time) and in that case the bu er of the leaky bucket will not become empty until Y (S)=( ? + ) units of time later, during which time the content of bu er X continues to grow at rate ? r. (Note that for this to happen it is enough that the amount of work coming into the system in Y (S)= or more units of time after the end of the long session is at least ( ? ) times the length of the interval, since the bu er of the leaky bucket will not become empty before that.) Since Y (S) = (1 ? ) S ? C 1 ? ; (3.27) then the minimum length of session so that the bu er over ows must satisfy That is, we expect that if a session of the size S S(H) arrives at time zero, the bu er will over ow no later than at time x 0 .
To calculate the corresponding required session length in the Poisson case we observe that after time C 1? the amount of work coming into the system until the bu er over ows is about the expected amount of work, that is times the length of the time interval. In particular, for any 0 < < , if the amount of work coming into the system after time C 1? during a long time interval is unlikely to be less than ( ? ) times the length of the interval (this is below the mean expected amount of work for that period of time) and in that case the bu er of the leaky bucket will not become empty until Y (S)=( ? + ) units of time after the long will cause the bu er X to over ow. That is, we expect that a session of size S S(H) given in (3.29) arriving at time zero will cause the bu er to over ow no later than at time x 0 .
Clearly, a session as long as that given by either (3.28) or (3.29) does not arrive at time zero, so we need to know how long we have to wait for such a long session to occur. In the On{O case, we know that P(l on > S(H)) S(H) ? on L on (S(H)); so we need to wait for approximately 1
On sessions for this to happen. We need now to calculate how long we have to wait to get that many On sessions. Finally, if, in the On{O input case, the rate at which the work arrives to the system after the end of the long session over the relevant time interval happens to be less than ( ? ) (this is the minimal rate we expected), or if the rate at which work arrives to the system after time C 1? over the relevant interval happens to be less than ( ? ) (this is, once again, the minimal rate we expected), we just empty the system at that time and wait again for a long On session to come. Now we provide a rigorous argument. 
